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The tower that used to house the Sid Richardson 
College community is quiet these days: Hallways 
are bare and most floors are vacant. The only people 
living there are a handful of students from across the 
residential colleges, and they mostly keep to their 
rooms.

Amid the pandemic, Rice students with a positive 
COVID-19 test result or COVID-19-like symptoms must 
isolate either off campus or in the Sid Richardson 
building, according to Lisa Basgall, Rice Emergency 
Medical Services director and Infection Control Group 
supervisor on Rice’s Crisis Management Team. The 
Thresher spoke with four students who have isolated at 
Sid, interviewed members of Housing and Dining and 
the Crisis Management Team and looked over dozens of 
screenshots of texts and emails between students and 
staff to find out what it’s like to isolate at Sid.

Numerous students have stayed at Sid, according to 
associate vice president of Housing and Dining Mark 
Ditman, who leads the H&D team that oversees isolation 
at Sid. The average occupancy this semester has been 
four or five students at a time, Ditman said, and the 
highest number of students isolating at Sid at one time 
has been 10. More on-campus students have stayed at 
Sid than off-campus students, according to Jerusha 

Kasch, director of Institutional Crisis Management.
Isolation housing at Sid falls under the responsibility 

of the Crisis Management Team and H&D. Led by Kasch, 
the Crisis Management Team oversees potential and 

confirmed COVID-19 cases and determines isolation 
status, she said, and coordinates with Student Health 
Services, REMS, Rice University Police Department, 
H&D and Facilities Engineering and Planning to oversee 
students isolating at Sid. According to Ditman, the Sid 
H&D team primarily tends to hotel-like duties, such as 
check-in and food delivery.

“We try to get to know the students and just make 

sure that nobody is in distress, or if they need somebody 
to talk to or need something delivered,” Ditman said. “I 
try to say to [students that are isolating] that, ‘our job is 
to make this as tolerable as possible for you and your job 
is not to infect us.’”

Led by Ditman, the H&D team at Sid includes 
custodial staff member Gloria Arreola, Retail Dining 
Manager Norma Cardona and Senior Operations 
Manager of North Servery Derrix Norman. They have 
exclusive access to the building, Ditman said, working 
on site during business hours, seven days a week. 
After hours, REMS and RUPD are prepared to address 
students’ concerns, according to Ditman.

Living conditions
Each student at Sid has their own suite, according 

to Basgall. Louis Alvares, a Martel College senior who 
isolated at Sid for after testing positive for COVID-19, 
said he had access to a bedroom and a bathroom in his 
suite double. His room at Sid was stocked with supplies 
including bottled water, bed linens and a microwave, he 
said. 

Ditman said that the rooms at Sid do not have their 
own thermostats. Audrey Yao, a Will Rice College junior 
who isolated at Sid after testing positive for COVID-19, 
said that if she had not brought three of her own 
blankets, she would have had a miserable first night 
because  her room was too cold for her when she arrived.  
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Shannon Walker, Baker 
College ‘87, MS ’92, Ph.D. ‘93 is one 
of the four astronauts on NASA’s 
SpaceX Crew-1 mission to the 
International Space Station. The 
Crew Dragon spacecraft launched 
on Sunday evening and arrived on 
Monday night at the ISS, where 
the crew will spend the next six 
months, according to NASA. This 
is Walker’s second space flight to 
the ISS.

Crew-1’s journey to the ISS 
is the first routine commercial 
space flight, according to NASA. 

Walker, a mission specialist 
on Crew-1, is the first woman 
to travel on a commercially-
operated spacecraft. She is also 
the first Houston-native astronaut 
and the only astronaut ever with 
bachelor’s, master’s and Ph.D. 
degrees from Rice, according 
to Associate Director for Public 
Outreach at the Rice Space 
Institute Patricia Reiff.

“She’s a Rice product through 
and through, with three Rice 
degrees,” Reiff, a physics and 
astronomy professor, said.

Walker studied physics as an 
undergraduate student and space 
physics as a graduate student, 

according to her NASA biography. 
Umbe Cantu, longtime operations 
administrator of the physics and 
astronomy department, said that 
Walker was very focused on her 
studies. Walker finished her Ph.D. 
in three years, according to Reiff.

“We found that a number of 
students who came over from 
the Air Force or from NASA had 
a really finite time frame [for 
their studies],” Reiff said. “They 
really had to finish quickly … and 
[Walker] did it remarkably.”

Reiff, who was a faculty 
member during Walker’s 
undergraduate and graduate 

Our job is to make this as 
tolerable as possible for 
you and your job is not 
to infect us.

Mark Ditman
HOUSING AND DINING
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Alone at Sid: Life in the isolation tower

Rice alumna blasts off on historic SpaceX flight
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Walker is the first woman to travel on a commercially-operated spacecraft.
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career, said she saw Walker’s positive 
spirit and camaraderie with other 
graduate students.

“I was always impressed with her 
dedication, her skills, her attitude,” Reiff 
said. “She was a tremendous student 
but also very much a partner with all the 
other students.”

Paul Cloutier, professor emeritus of 
the physics and astronomy department, 
was Walker’s thesis advisor during her 
master’s and Ph.D. He said that she had 
the key qualities he sought in a Ph.D. 
candidate.

“My criteria for any 
graduate student to be 
my advisee was fairly 
straightforward,” Cloutier 
said. “They had to be very 
smart, they had to be very 
energetic and they had to 
be very persistent. And she 
impressed me [by] being all 
those three.”

Walker wrote her 
doctoral thesis on the 
interaction of Venus’s 
atmosphere and solar wind, 
according to Reiff. Cloutier, 
who was researching the 
Pioneer Venus project 
at the time, said that 
Walker’s work proposed an 
alternate explanation for 
the electromagnetic bursts 
from Venus purported to be 
lightning — a controversial 
issue for 40 years.

“She worked on a problem that was 
very topical and also a fairly substantial 

issue across a broad spectrum of scientific 
disciplines,” Cloutier said.

Walker’s dream to become an 
astronaut began when she was a child, 
according to Reiff, and she applied for 
the position several times before she 
was accepted. Multiple applications 
for NASA’s astronaut program are not 
unusual, Cantu said; Rice alumnus and 
astronaut James Newman (MA ’82, Ph.D 
’84) also applied five times, according to 
Cantu. Cloutier said that he has kept in 
touch with Walker over the years and is 
continually inspired by her energy and 
persistence.

“So when she decides to do something, 
she does it flat-out. And that’s the story 
of her career,” Cloutier said. “She didn’t 

accept five rejections. She just kept on 
keeping after it until she finally got what 
she was looking for.”

Rice alumni have taken mementos 
of their lives into space and then given 
them to the physics 
and astronomy 
d e p a r t m e n t , 
according to Reiff. 
Barry Dunning, 
professor emeritus 
of physics and 
astronomy, said 
Walker took a small 
plaque celebrating 
the construction 
of Brockman 
Hall on her 
previous mission 
to the ISS. The 
plaque, accompanied by a certificate 

of authenticity and 
photographs, is displayed 
in the physics and 
astronomy department 
office, according to 
Dunning. 

“I was very impressed 
by [Walker] as a person and 
by her strong affection for 
Rice,” Dunning said.

On campus, Students 
for the Exploration and 
Development of Space 
Rice and Rice Eclipse 
hosted one watch party, 
and Baker College hosted 
another, according to SEDS 
president Ryan Udell. The 
Rice Space Institute hosted 
an online watch party 
for the Crew-1 launch in 
support of Walker. Reiff 
said she would be praying 

for a safe journey and successful mission.
“It’s still a dangerous game, and it 

takes a lot of courage to put yourself on the 

top of all that explosive material,” Reiff 
said. “The launch is the most dangerous 

[part], followed by the 
landing. Once you’re 
up there it’s not so 
much of a problem.”

Walker is an active 
alumna and has given 
talks at Rice such as a 
lecture in a continuing 
studies course on 
Women in Space. 
Cantu said Walker is 
interested in educating 
women and young girls 
and always willing to 
participate. She was 

voted for the 1990s decade award at the 
Space Science Alumni 50th anniversary 
reunion, which she attended, according 
to Cantu.

“I think she’s just a great example that 
you can follow your dreams [and] that if 
you have a goal and you have the ability 
and you have the energy, you can get 
where you want to go, even if it’s outer 
space,” Reiff said.

Walker is one of the 17 women among 
NASA’s 47 active astronauts. Udell said 
that Walker is very visible in this new era 
of commercialized space flight and that 
SEDS, along with the Rice chapter of the 
Society of Women in Space Exploration, 
fully supports her.

“It just shows the true capabilities of 
Rice alums to be able to really explore 
and develop space and inspire millions,” 
Udell, a McMurtry College senior, said. 
“If you want to become an astronaut — 
we’ve had 14 of them — you can become 
an astronaut.”

Walker will participate in a news 
conference live from the ISS at 8:55 a.m. 
CST on Nov. 19, according to NASA.
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Rice students are currently taking part 
in a research study to evaluate a new SARS-
CoV-2 test developed by the bioengineering 
department at Rice. Led by bioengineering 
professor  Rebecca Richards-Kortum, the 
research lab is recruiting test participants 
from the Rice student body and has already 
hosted testing sites within several residential 
colleges, including Wiess and Will Rice 
Colleges. According to Richards-Kortum, 
any student enrolled at Rice is eligible 
to participate in this study.  While 1,500 
students have participated in the study so 
far, Richards-Kortum said the number of 
participants necessary to conduct the study 
will depend on the rate of positive samples 
the lab receives. 

This novel test developed by the 
Richards-Kortum lab uses an isothermal 
amplification method called LAMP to detect 
viral DNA and is faster and cheaper than 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) testing, 
according to Richards-Kortum. 

“When our test is compared to PCR using 
nasopharyngeal samples, results agree more 
than 90 percent of the time. The research 
study we are conducting is evaluating the 
performance of the test with saliva, which 
is easier to collect,” Richards-Kortum said. 
“Other studies have shown that the amount 
of virus in saliva is comparable to that in 
nasopharyngeal samples so we are hopeful 
that the test will perform well with this type 
of sample.”

According to emails sent out to the student 
body to recruit participants for the lab, the 
testing process doesn’t require a nasal swab. 
Instead, participants will passively drool, or 
simply spit, a saliva sample into a test tube 
and may be asked to take a follow-up PCR 
test after receiving their results, which will be 
emailed 24-48 hours after taking the test. 

Wiess senior Zac Zalles, a participant 

in the study, said the process was relatively 
quick and simple. 

“[You] just scan a QR code, fill out a four-
line form, get the tube and spit in it. Altogether, 
it took me three minutes,” Zalles said. “[It 
was] the complete opposite of uncomfortable, 
so definitely easier [than other COVID tests]. 
Even self-administered tests [using nasal 
swabs] had some bit of a burn and made me 
sneeze, so this is preferable.” 

Angela Torres, a Wiess freshman, 
volunteered for the study twice. According to 
Torres, the process had fewer steps than the 
weekly nasal swab COVID tests. 

“[In] the normal swab test, you move the 
swab around in fluids after inserting it nasally. 
With the spit test, it was just open, spit and 
close,” Torres said. “The only disadvantage 
from the spit test was that it felt awkward 
and a little embarrassing to have to spit into a 
tube, especially since the door to where I was 
located was clear and visible.” 

Both Zalles and Torres said the saliva 
test was preferable over the nasal swab 
COVID tests.

“They’re quick and easy, and they don’t 
make you sneeze like the nasal swab tests 
sometimes do. It’ll just take a little getting 
used to to casually spit in a tube. My second 
time doing it was definitely less embarrassing, 
and I even recorded myself doing it just for 
fun,” Torres said. 

According to Colin Chan, a Will Rice 
senior who also volunteered for the study, 
it is difficult to keep all the saliva within 
the small test tube provided for the test and 
could potentially take longer for people with 
dry throats and mouths. Chan said his test 
preference depends on whether the test 
would be administered publicly or privately. 

“In my opinion, I would prefer using 
the nasal swab ... if [testing] has to be 
administered in public,” Chan said. “If we 
were allowed to self-administer the saliva test 
ourselves in our rooms then I think [the saliva 
test] would be preferred.” 

Jerusa Kasch, the director of Institutional 
Crisis Management at Rice, said that the Crisis 
Management Team is excited to assist with 
the LAMP testing process. 

 “We are thankful for the students who have 
partnered with us to further this research, and 
ultimately hope to be part of creating a more 
efficient and affordable solution to COVID 
testing,” the Crisis Management’s COVID 
testing team said. 

In an email sent out on Nov. 16 to the 
Rice undergraduate student body about 

the upcoming spring semester, Dean of 
Undergraduates Bridget Gorman included 
details about the anticipated timeline for 
implementing the LAMP test across campus. 
According to Gorman, Rice will continue to 
rely on PCR testing while the LAMP test is 
still under research, but the university hopes 
to implement  LAMP testing by early next 
semester. 

“Our hope is that ... we will run 300 to 
400 LAMP tests per day, five days per week,” 
Gorman said in the email.

Rice lab begins trial for new saliva-based COVID test
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She didn’t accept five 
rejections. She just kept 
on keeping after it until 
she finally got what she 
was looking for. 

Paul Cloutier
PROFESSOR EMERITUS
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COURTESY JIM BRIDENSTINE
NASA Director Jim Bridenstine (Lovett ’98) and the Crew-1 astronauts from 
left to right: Shannon Walker, Victor Glover, Mike Hopkins, Soichi Noguchi.
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After years of compost 
deliberations, Rice has 
partnered with a local 
composting company, 
Moonshot, and started the 
early phases of campus 
wide composting. The 
project kicked off last week 
as Moonshot collected 
waste on Wednesday and 
Thursday morning from 
West and North Serveries, 
generating 1,418 pounds 
of compost, according 
to Moonshot co-founder 
Joe Villa. H&D plans to 
expand composting to all 
serveries once students 
return in January. 

According to Ashley 
Fitzpatrick, an intern at 
Rice’s Administrative 
Center for Sustainability 
and Energy Management, 
Rice has been trying 
to compost since 1999 
with varying degrees 
of success.The composting process is 
occurring exclusively with food waste 
involved in meal preparation from the 
serveries, as opposed to student-generated 
compost waste, according to Fitzpatrick.

“What’s happening right now is what 
we call pre-consumer composting and 
that’s what happens in the kitchens. So that 
would be any scraps that come from the 
cooking process,” Fitzpatrick said. “So, if 
they cut up a pineapple for example, all of 
the parts that we don’t eat would go into the 
compost.”

The post-consumer 
composting program, 
using waste generated 
by servery users, 
will pilot at Martel 
College and Sid 
Richardson College next 
semester. According to 
Fitzpatrick,she and a 
team of students from 
Martel and Sid will be 
communicating and 
advertising to those 
colleges. 

Fitzpatrick said there 
will be an educational module available 
in the spring to ensure students have 
the knowledge they need to successfully 
compost and reduce contamination. 
Students who complete this module will be 
able to receive a personal size composting 
bin, which will be provided on a room or 
suite basis and will be large enough for up 
to four students’ compost waste, according 
to Fitzpatrick. 

“It will have compostable liners and 

whenever it’s full or you’re ready to take 
it out, you can tie it off and bring it to a 
centralized location,” Fitzpatrick said. 

The expansion to post-consumer 
composting in the spring will be voluntary. 
Fitzpatrick believes that the voluntary 
nature of it can assist with contamination 
and creating role models for the procedure 
on campus. 

“We’re really hoping that having these 
really passionate students start this process 
and having people sign up because they 
really want to be involved will be helpful,” 

Fitzpatrick said.
According to 

Villa, one key issue 
with post-consumer 
composting is that 
the food waste used 
for composting 
could be possibly 
contaminated by 
non-compostable 
materials.

“Contamination 
with any recycling, 
and especially 
[involving] food, is a 

huge concern,” Villa said. “So we just have 
to help guide [students], in collaboration 
with the team at Rice, to be able to minimize 
the contamination in the common areas.” 

According to Brad Thacker, Housing 
and Dining’s operations manager, H&D 
had been exploring composting options 
for a while before Rice’s collaboration 
with Moonshot. 

“It’s not a new initiative, we’ve been 
trying for years to find a way to be able to 

compost. There’s no real solution regarding 
the logistics [of transporting waste],” 
Thacker said.

According to Chris Wood, co-founder of 
Moonshot, his company’s role is to assist 
with this transport.

“We have some really good partners 
in the community, the industrial compost 
facilities here locally, where we’re 
transporting what we collect from Rice to 
them and they’re doing all the great work of 
converting that food waste, mixing it with 
other vegetative waste that they collect, to 
create the compost,” Wood said. 

Thacker said he believes that now is a 
great time to introduce this program. 

“Students right now are a little more 
apt to being environmentally conscious. 
Many have already come from schools on 
the coast that this is happening already, 
and so I think this is a prime time for us to 
be able to introduce it and I’m expecting 
to have a good amount of participation,”  
Thacker said.

Composting on Rice’s campus has 
been exclusively occurring in the Holistic 
Garden with plant waste. Joe Novak, the 
garden director, said he believes that the 
campuswide composting could be a very 
successful program.

 According to Thacker, Rice’s unique 
dining system makes it more challenging 
to compost. 

“We have our servery concept, which 
allows students to come into the servery, 
grab their food and go back out to either their 
commons, in normal times, or their room, 
outside, wherever, to eat,” Thacker said. 
“It makes it a little more challenging, but 

it’s certainly something 
that we think we’re going 
to be able to overcome. 
We’re really excited about 
the program.”

Wood said the state 
of this semester due to 
COVID-19 also poses a 
challenge to composting. 

“Part of the 
challenge is all of the 
accommodations that 
have to be made for 
COVID procedures,” 
Wood said. “But none of 
those are obstacles that 
can’t be overcome.”

Despite this, Wood 
said Moonshot is excited 
to be a part of it and to 
offer this service.

“It’s obvious working 
with the students we’ve 
met so far that the folks 
at Rice have experience 
in this, they have thought 
about it a lot.  I think 
there is going to be a swift 
rollout of this when the 
time is right,” Wood said. 

Mehek Jain, a Lovett 
College freshman, said she believes that 
composting is even more important now 
due to the increased amount of food 
waste generated from served meals this 
semester. However, she said she is unsure 
how many people will follow through 
with a voluntary service.

“I think the people will volunteer [to 
compost] but maybe how much people will 
follow through with it might kind of be a bit 
difficult,” Jain said. “At Lovett [College], we 
got metal cutlery, you just needed to sign 
up and it was completely free. However, 
how much people actually use that cutlery 
can vary. Ultimately though, I think that if 
it’s helping just a little bit, it’s worthwhile.”

Clara Ursic, a freshman at McMurtry 
College, has been exploring composting 
at Rice for her final First-year Writing 
Intensive Seminar project and said she is 
glad to see it actually start.

“It was about time it was implemented 
in a bigger way. Right now the compost is 
just hidden in a small corner of campus, 
and no one really knows about it unless 
they are involved in the garden. If it’s more 
widespread, then kids are more conscious 
of their food waste,” Ursic said. 

Beyond composting, the sustainability 
department is brainstorming ways to make 
Rice students more sustainable in general. 
Modeled off Rice’s alcohol safety modules, 
the Student Association Environmental 
Committee is working with First Year 
Programs to explore this possibility.

“We’re looking at creating a sustainability 
module for students; a sustainability video 
for new students to watch when they 
matriculate,” Fitzpatrick said.

Rice launches pilot campus-wide composting initiative
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Robert Yekovich will step down from 
his role as dean of the Shepherd School 
of Music in June 2021, and return to being 
a faculty member.

“The end of this year will be my 30th 
consecutive year as a dean, the last 18 
years of which have been as dean of the 
Shepherd School, so it’s been a good 
tenure,” Yekovich said. 

Marty Merritt, director of information 
and music technology at Shepherd, said 
Yekovich was a thoughtful leader who 
enhanced the school and program overall. 
In his tenure, Yekovich was responsible 
for overseeing the fundraising, design 
and construction of the new Opera Hall. 

“His most visible legacy at the 
Shepherd School will of course be 
Brockman Hall for Opera, and it was 
a privilege to work with him on the 

team that designed and constructed it,” 
Merritt said. “Dean Yekovich also moved 
the school toward a greater embrace 
of technology, increased outreach 
opportunities, and worked to build a 
major increase in scholarship support 
and improved donor relations.”

The process for finding and choosing 
a new dean has already begun, and is led 
by Provost Reginald DesRoches.

“I am in the process of constituting a 
search committee for the search and hope 
to be able to announce the committee 
next week. The committee will begin 
meeting in December,” DesRoches said. 
“I expect that we will conclude the search 
process in the spring, with the selection 
of a dean that can start on July 1, 2021.”

Yekovich said he will miss the role 
but is also looking forward to aspects of 
being a faculty member again, including 
being able to focus more on the students 
than the school operations.

“I’ve been a dean for so long that 
I’m not sure what it will feel like to no 
longer be one. I will certainly miss the 
daily contact with the faculty, students 
and staff and especially walking down 
the halls and hearing music being made 
in nearly every room in the building,” 
Yekovich said. “[But I’m looking forward 
to] sharing what I’ve learned and having 
more frequent, direct interactions with 
the students.”

Janet Rarick, associate professor of 
music career development, said that as 
dean, Yekovich provided support for 
the school’s community engagement 
programs throughout the Houston area, 
and also helped advance curriculum to 
better prepare students for future careers.

“I have very much appreciated 
working with Bob over the years and am 
very grateful for his wisdom, leadership 
and advocacy for the Shepherd School,” 
Rarick said.

Shepherd School Dean Yekovich steps down from his role

Part of the challenge is all 
of the accommodations 
that have to be made for 
COVID procedures [...] 
But none of those are 
obstacles that can’t be 
overcome.
Chris Wood
MOONSHOT CO-FOUNDER

COURTESY OFFICE OF THE PROVOST

Robert Yekovich has been dean of the 
Shepherd School of Music for the past 
18 years.
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Rice has partnered with Moonshot, a local composting company, to start the early phases of campus-wide composting.
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I stumbled into the Thresher office 
as a freshman who was determined to 
go to medical school. Three years later, 
I’m stumbling out of the office, just as 
clumsily, as a senior who is pursuing 
design because of Thresher. 

The Thresher changed my life — and 
that’s not an exaggeration. I joined 
Thresher because I couldn’t let go of high 
school (specifically, I wanted Christina 
Tan to be my editor-in-chief again). Lost 
in my transition into Rice, I returned to 
the familiar: overworking on designs. 
Through my five major changes, a global 
pandemic, breakups and drama and 
housing changes and hangovers and 
everything in between, the one thing 
that has held constant for me, always, is 
Thresher. Here’s the thing: Being part of 
the Thresher is one of those experiences 
that I can’t quite put into words. It’s the 
designing without your index finger or 
thumb because they’re covered in Cheetos 
Puffs dust; it’s the 1 a.m.s, eyes sore and 
walking out of the Rice Memorial Center 
ready to sleep off the screen fatigue; it’s the 
hidden smiles when you watch someone 
pick up a fresh paper issue; it’s the 
rants about administration and campus 
climate; it’s the collaborative experience 
of an editor looking over your shoulder 
to check in on the design of their page; 
it’s the serious and goofy Slack messages 
that span across channels. I don’t think I 
can translate those ephemeral moments 
to those who have not experienced it, but 

here’s what you should know: Designing 
at Thresher, at Rice, is hard. 

Designing seems so easy on the 
surface until you’re faced with multiple 
new programs you have to learn, with 
hundreds of tools on each program, 
trying to understand and visually 

communicate complex ideas. With so few 
digital (much less, journalistic) designers 
on campus, it’s isolating. It’s hard to feel 
like what you’re doing is legitimate in 
the judgment of a STEM-heavy school. 
Without a single digital design class 
offered to Rice students, I’m constantly 
amazed at how well my designers pick 
up skills and run with their creativity 
from week to week, pushing the limits 
of journalistic design relentlessly. Thank 
you to all my designers for making my 
job so easy, and I hope you know just 
how important your role is in making the 

world feel more intuitive; thank you to 
the editors, photographers and writers 
who make it easy for my designers to do 
their job with such great content. You all 
are doing so much so well, with so little 
institutional support. 

The Thresher has given me 
opportunities to write about personal 
things, like the dangers of yellow fever, and 
experiences far bigger than myself, like 
racial injustice timelines. It’s challenged 
me to explore more creative designs, 
like the 2020 Beer Bike infographic; it’s 
also forced me to confront, mourn and 
storytell my and other’s experiences, 
like in “In Their Own Words.” It’s helped 
me connect with people across campus, 
some of the most passionate people I’ve 
met. The experience is fun, collaborative, 
healing, exciting, exhausting. If you ever 
have the chance, I encourage you to join 
our staff. If not, keep reading our issues. 
Readers are the reason why we continue 
to turn an unimaginable number of gears 
to publish each issue. Thank you for 
letting me do what I love.

LETTER FROM THE ART DIRECTOR’S DESK

From the art director: Hobbling through goodbye

TINA LIU
SID RICHARSON COLLEGE
SENIOR

Through my five major 
changes, a global 
pandemic, breakups 
and drama and housing 
changes and hangovers 
and everything in between, 
the one thing that has held 
constant for me, always, is 
Thresher.

ONLINE OPINION

To say “be safe” or “be responsible” 
over the break leaves a lot of room for 
interpretation. Let’s be absolutely clear: 
This wave of the pandemic is worse 
than we’ve ever seen, with cases of and 
hospitalizations for the coronavirus 
breaking records every single day. Most of 
the hometowns we’re returning to are not 
enforcing sufficient restrictions to mitigate 
the spread, and if you’re staying at Rice, 
Harris County certainly is not either. It’s 
time for us to rethink our new normal in the 
context of the worsening outbreak. 

Although cases at Rice were generally 
trending upward toward the end of the 
semester, a 0.14 percent positivity rate in 
the last seven days is not reflective of the 
world beyond the hedges. Since Aug. 1, our 
community has had 80 total positive cases 
(106, including tests not administered at 
Rice). Yet, these cases still occurred despite 
Rice enforcing much stricter distancing 
and masking rules than local elected 
officials. Undergraduates accounted for 
34 of these cases (39, including tests not 
administered at Rice) even though we are 

subject to the strictest iterations of Rice’s 
rules and have mandatory weekly testing 
and aggressive contact tracing to isolate 
any cases that do occur. 

Even if you have personally flouted 
some rules, or if you assume that these 
cases are mostly the product of students 
flouting the rules, one thing is true at the 
population level: We have been living 
under the safest possible circumstances. 
Rice’s bubble has proven itself to be far 

from impenetrable, but if you are leaving 
Rice for the break, you are departing from 
strict safety measures and mandated 
weekly testing. It is time to be safer and 
more responsible as the coronavirus 
continues to spread and the majority 
of local governments demand less 
responsibility of their citizens than in 
May, despite numbers being higher today. 

As we return home, consider taking 
extra precautions to keep yourself and 
your family safe. Instead of going out to 
restaurants or large gatherings, consider 
ordering takeout or cooking meals at 
home. Rather than traveling multiple 
times or over long distances during 
winter break, consider staying home and 
using technology to stay in touch with 
friends and family. Get tested if you start 
exhibiting symptoms or come into contact 
with someone who has tested positive. 
The actions you take now and during 
the break can protect your loved ones at 
home as well as impact the number of 
cases we have at Rice when we return in 
the spring.  

EDITORIAL

COVID-19 cases are on the rise — act like it

Rice’s bubble has proven 
itself to be far from 
impenetrable, but if you 
are leaving Rice for the 
break, you are departing 
from strict safety 
measures and mandated 
weekly testing.

Have an opinion? 
Submit your draft to thresher@rice.
edu.
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SHIFA RAHMAN
LOVETT COLLEGE JUNIOR

“Is there anything more 
important our country 

could invest in than the 
survival of our planet?”

“This is a question about 
whether or not Rice 

University really believes 
that Black Lives Matter.”

“We were made to feel...
that Latin American 
Studies was a hopeless, 
niche subject.”

Now is a crucial 
time for Latin 
American 
Studies
JARED PERKOWSKI
DUNCAN COLLEGE JUNIOR

An open letter 
to the Board of 

Trustees: When 
are you taking 

the statue 
down?

The Green New 
Deal is no more 
radical than our 
planet demands

ALEXA THOMASES
LOVETT COLLEGE 

SOPHOMORE

Democracy flourishes when an 
informed electorate concerns itself 
with political processes far beyond 
its elections’ scope.

You should still be 
keeping up with the 
2020 election

LUEY GARCIA
MCMURTRY COLLEGE SOPHOMORE

SAVANNAH PARROT
SID RICHARDSON COLLEGE 
SOPHOMORE



This issue was resolved after the H&D team 
at Sid brought her a space heater, Yao said, 
but she found the provided bedding to be 
poor quality. (Disclaimer: Audrey Yao is the 
Thresher’s video editor.)

“I brought my own bedding and I’m 
really glad that I did, because the bedding 
that they give you there is the cheap tan 
hotel blanket and a couple sheets and a 
really sad pillow,” Yao said.

Ditman said the bedding at Sid is 
the same bedding provided for summer 
conference programs. He said that students 
are informed that they can bring items like 
pillows from their residences.

According to Ditman, New Sid 
construction usually takes place between 
7 a.m. and 4 p.m. Mondays to Saturdays, 
and very rarely on Sundays, although 
the schedule varies depending on the 
contractor’s objectives.

Alvares said that the morning after his 
first night at Sid, he was awakened early by 
the noise of construction and had to request 
ear plugs. Noah Crumrine, a Will Rice senior 
who isolated at Sid after showing symptoms 
(although he said he never tested positive for 
the virus) said that the construction began 
around 6:30 a.m. most days during his stay. 
He has always had difficulty sleeping with 
noise, he said, so he placed his mattress on 
the floor in the walk-in closet to improve 
sound insulation.

“[The noise] made it not only more 
difficult to recover from the sickness that I did 
have, but it also made it almost impossible to 
get any work done,” Crumrine said.

Meals are delivered to students two 
times a day, according to Ditman. Lunch is 
delivered at lunchtime; dinner and breakfast 
are delivered in the evening. While meals 
mostly come from the serveries, Ditman 
said that he and Norman have tried to add 
variety with other food, such as Ben and 
Jerry’s ice cream, Cane’s chicken strips and 
barbecue prepared by Norman. 

Crumrine said he felt that the pre-
packaged foods he received for breakfast, 
such as cookies, Pop-Tarts and PB&J 
Uncrustables, were not ideal for recovery 
from illness, 
although he 
appreciated the 
nighttime delivery 
of breakfast so 
that staff do not 
wake students 
the following 
m o r n i n g . 
According to 
Ditman, students’ 
breakfasts can also 
include oatmeal, 
yogurt and fruit, 
and he cooks hot 
breakfasts for 
them on Fridays.

Alvares said 
he would receive 
a large amount of 
food at Sid. The meals were comparable to 
other servery dishes, according to Yao.

“It’s about as good or as bad as you 
think servery food is — not spectacular but 
comparatively it’s the same,” Yao said. “It 
just arrives [at the] door a little bit cold, so 
you throw it in the microwave and it’s fine.”

Although students must remain on their 
respective floors during their stay at Sid 
(except when doing laundry, which they 
can do in the former RA apartment on the 
second floor) they are allowed to leave their 
room to visit the lobby and balcony when 
there are no staff present, according to 
Ditman. Yao said she decided to remain in 
her room for most of her stay after she got 
locked out twice on the second day.

Alvares said there wasn’t much he could 
do in the empty lobby, where he didn’t see 
any other students, but he took advantage 
of the balcony’s outdoor space.

“I was out there [on the balcony] for 

half an hour watching the sunset, trying 
to stay positive and everything — no pun 
intended,” Alvares said.

Crumrine said he would leave his room 
only to take out the trash.

“There are two times during the day when 
you’re allowed to go out to the balconies. I 
think the only reason that they’d be willing 
to do that is for mental health,” Crumrine 
said. “But there was no way I was gonna 
do that considering the fact that there are 
people who are testing positive at Sid.”

Aside from one violation of the remain-
on-your-floor rule early in the semester, 
there have been no major issues regarding 
conduct, according to Ditman.

“It’s great that we don’t feel like we have 
to have somebody in residence to monitor 

b e h a v i o r , ” 
Ditman said. 
“That would not 
speak well of the 
student body, and 
I haven’t seen any 
indication at all 
that it would be 
necessary.”

The H&D 
residential staff 
were gracious 
hosts, Alvares, 
Crumrine and Yao 
said. Alvares said 
the H&D team 
delivered Chef 
Roger’s cinnamon 
rolls and food 
that he asked for. 

Crumrine said Ditman brought him the 
antibiotics his friend dropped off.

“H&D did everything they could to make 
it a pleasant stay,” Alvares said.

Alvares said the Crisis Management 
Team staff who contacted him were friendly 
and helpful as well.

Check-ins and communication
Kasch said that each student in isolation 

is assigned to a contact tracer from the 
Crisis Management Team who is in 
communication with the student every day. 
Alvares, Crumrine and Yao had daily health 
checks with their contact tracer over text and 
occasional telemedicine appointments with 
representatives from Student Health Services.

Maia Helterbrand, a Will Rice College 
junior who isolated at Sid after showing 
symptoms, said the televisits with Student 
Health Services are usually very quick.

“You schedule it and then like an hour 

or two later, you have an appointment and 
it’d be for a short amount of time, basically 
going over if you have symptoms or not, how 
you’re doing, and I would ask what’s the 
game plan. And [they said], ‘Oh we’re going 
to give you another test,’” Helterbrand said. 
“So it was great.”

Crumrine said that he did not feel like 
Student Health Services was on top of his 
case and that he could not obtain important 
information from them, such as the plan for 
his release.

“I never really knew what was happening 
[in the telemedicine appointments],” 
Crumrine said. “Somebody would check 
in with me, but they would just say 
something like, ‘Hey, how are you feeling 
today? What are your symptoms? How’s 
your temperature?’ And I would give those 
answers, and they would be like, ‘Alright, 
hang in there!’ That would be it.”

Alvares, Crumrine, Helterbrand and 
Yao said they felt a lack of communication 
between the teams managing Sid. Crumrine 
and Helterbrand said they especially 
noticed communication issues between 
Crisis Management and Student Health 
Services.

“It seems that Rice Crisis Management 
and Student Health Services are a bit 
disjointed and there seems to be a bit of 
a delay in between their communication 
and decision-making with one another,” 
Helterbrand said. “For example, when [I 
underwent] the symptomatic test, [student 
health] told me they were going to wait for 
the results, and Rice Crisis Management 
independently told me they were going to 
move me straight away.”

Kasch said that Student Health Services 
is an operation separate from Crisis 
Management, but they coordinate with 
each other daily. She said there is no lack 
of communication between the two, but 
students may feel confused when there is a 
difference of opinion between the physician 
and the Crisis Management Team.

“[A perception of miscommunication] is 
student health services not understanding 
the protocol and saying things before 
working with crisis management,” Kasch 
said. “Occasionally someone is going to say 
the wrong thing, and we just have to help 
students understand that this person might 
not have been clear about the standard 
… but the team works very hard to get it 
straight on a regular basis.”

Alvares, Helterbrand and Yao said they 
would sometimes check in with a counselor 
from the Wellbeing Center over text. The 

Student Wellbeing Office reaches out to 
students in isolation by calling them at 
the beginning of their isolation period and 
offers to check on them by phone or text, 
according to Agnes Ho, director of the 
Student Wellbeing Office.

Crumrine and Yao said their professors 
granted their requests for extensions 
on their assignments. Helterbrand said 
she appreciated her professor’s leniency 
because she was unfocused and unable to be 
very productive while isolated. Alvares said 
he was able to attend his classes online and 
did not request academic accommodations 
while at Sid.

 “The free time definitely [gave] me an 
excuse to do work on time,” Alvares said.

Being alone
Yao said the isolation at Sid was not very 

different from her experience at home in the 
spring and summer.

“I don’t think I suffered any negative 
consequences from being in isolation 
just because I spend a lot of alone time 
anyways,” Yao said. “That’s just who I am 
as a person.”

Crumrine said that he was never fully 
comfortable with the move to Sid and that 
he didn’t feel like talking to his peers during 
his stay.

“I still was sick and I was stressed and 
tired, and I kinda just wanted to sleep the 
whole time,” Crumrine said.

Alvares said that maintaining a social life 
and combating boredom were the hardest 
aspects of isolation. He called friends and 
family from home, he said, and engaged in 
online events like a study session with his 
2020 Orientation Week group, a yoga night 
and his class meetings.

“I’d say I’m a little lucky to have a pretty 
good support group because if not, it 
probably would suck even more to be totally 
isolated,” Alvares said.

Nonetheless, Alvares said that the lack 
of in-person interaction for 10 days took a 
toll on him and that he was anxious to leave.

“The first one to two to three days you’re 
like, ‘I think I can do this,’ and then by day 
six or seven you’re like, ‘Holy crap. I am 
literally in the same room all day,’” Alvares 
said. “I was trying to find ways to stay 
upbeat and not feel down. Midnight hit 
[on the day of my release] and I was like, 
‘Please pick me up.’”

This story has been condensed for print. 
To read more about living at Sid, as well 
as the process of moving in and out of Sid, 
head to ricethresher.org.
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ALONE AT SID
FROM PAGE 1

The tower that used to house the Sid Richardson College community is quiet these days: hallways are bare and most floors are vacant. The only people 
living there are a handful of students from across the residential colleges, and they mostly keep to their rooms. That’s because amid the pandemic, Rice 
students with a positive COVID-19 test result or COVID-19-like symptoms have been isolating at the Sid Richardson building.

CHANNING WANG / THRESHER

The first one to two to 
three days you’re like, ‘I 
think I can do this,’ and 
then by day six or seven 
you’re like, ‘Holy crap. I 
am literally in the same 
room all day.’
Louis Alvares
MARTEL COLLEGE SENIOR

Farmers Market
What’s the Rice University 
Farmers Market up to these days? 
Find out online.
See more at ricethresher.org

Crosswords
Don’t miss our last crosswords of 
the semester — check them out at 
ricethresher.org
See more at ricethresher.org

Kevin Kirby
Get to know the vice president 
of administration in the first 
installation of a new series.
See more at ricethresher.org
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Coffeehouse brews up new art series to virtually ‘Espresso Yourself’ 
JULIANA PHAN
FOR THE THRESHER

Rice Coffeehouse will revive its Espresso 
Yourself programming with a virtual artist 
spotlight series and an open mic event this 
Friday, Nov. 20 in front of the Moody Center 
for the Arts. The spotlight series will feature a 
Rice student’s artwork for one to two months 
via the Coffeehouse Instagram account, @
eychaus — the first spotlighted artist is Sid 
Richardson College junior Sumin Hwang. 
This week’s open mic will also be the first of 
many which Espresso Yourself, led by Baker 
College junior Magdah Omer, plans to host 
once every semester.  

“This Espresso Yourself spotlight series 
is a way of encouraging student artists at 
Rice to showcase their art and give them a 
platform, whatever level [of] artistic ability 
they’re at,” Omer said. “Since we have 
such a large reach with our merch as the 
coffee house on campus, we just [wanted] 
to highlight them and highlight their 
motivation, creative process, et cetera.” 

Prior to the pandemic, Espresso 
Yourself involved more frequent in person 

open mic sessions and featured students’ 
artwork inside the cafe. However, with 
Coffeehouse now operating only for pick-
up and delivery, Omer said that the team 
wanted to revamp the program on an 
expanded virtual platform so students 
could still engage with the campus art 

scene remotely. The team will now focus on 
spotlighting a specific artist for one to two 
months by promoting their work on social 
media, organizing opportunities for them 
to present their portfolios through Zoom, 
and giving them part of the proceeds on 
merchandise made with their art. 

“We were like, ‘Let’s find a way to 

showcase one person’s art and go [fully] 
in depth,’” said Omer. “This is just an 
alternate to still keep us active in the art 
scene on campus, but in a different way.” 

As Espresso Yourself’s first featured artist 
for the year, Hwang will host Zoom talks 
throughout January and February of next 
semester, where she will present her portfolio 
and talk about creative processes. Hwang 
explained that the portfolio Coffeehouse will 
be spotlighting reflects a lot of the artistic 
changes she made during the pandemic. 

“Before we went into quarantine, my 
style was much more minimalist,” Hwang 
said. “And now I feel like my work is much 
more heavily saturated and color centric. 
I think a lot of my work … [ponders] what 
it means to be experiencing an apocalypse 
and I think I use it subconsciously as a 
kind of coping mechanism. From there, 
[my work] stems into different things like 
critique of neoliberal politics, worker 
exploitation … different things that 
contribute to a sense of something just 
falling apart.” 

This article has been condensed for 
print. Read the full story at ricethresher.org.

JAMES KARROUM
THRESHER STAFF
 

Instead of walking on- and off-stage, 
actors in the Rice Players’ adaptation of 
Henrik Ibsen’s “A Doll’s House” clicked to 
join and leave a Zoom meeting. Putting on 
a livestreamed adaptation of the 1879 play 
posed a number of limitations, but also 
provided novel opportunities for creative 
expression.

Audiences viewed the play through 
a YouTube stream of a Zoom meeting, in 
which each actor occupied their own little 
square as they dialogued through their 
webcams. With their rooms at home as a 
backdrop, they all used Zoom’s provided 
black-and-white video filter to transport the 
audience through time. Finally, the names 
of each character appeared in the corner of 
their square: tiny, but a pleasing attention 
to detail that completed the mise en scène.

Although it was not intended to be a 
feminist play when it was first written, “A 
Doll’s House” became symbolic of the first 
wave feminist movement with its frank 
interrogation of traditional gender roles.

Sophia Peng, who played the lead role 
of Nora Helmer, had never acted in a play 
before but attributed her strong debut 
performance to over six years of speech 
and debate experience. She felt that 
embodying a character’s persona during 
a speech was close to what she did when 
acting in “A Doll’s House.”

“This was different [from speech] 
because it was a much larger piece of 
work, but I think approaching character 
was still pretty similar,” Peng, a McMurtry 
College freshman, said. “You would take 
a play and cut it into 10 minutes so it was 
like doing a theatrical piece, just doing a 
monologue.”

A virtual performance, with actors all 
able to look directly at the audience while 
making eye contact with their interlocutors, 
proved to be an immersive delivery method. 
The digital delivery also had advantages 
for the actors. Peng said that although she 
wanted a minor role when she auditioned, 
she accepted the lead because she found 
out she’d be able to have her script in front 
of her during the performance. 

“I had the parts that I needed to have 

memorized; I knew for the most part 
what came next, but my lines were right 
underneath my camera,” Peng said. “If 
I needed to I could dip down a little bit 
to read the lines. If you don’t know what 
words are coming next, it definitely is 
more detrimental than helpful.”

Stage Manager and Sound Operator 
Kaitlyn Esneault, a Brown College 
freshman, has filled those technical roles 
for other plays before coming to Rice. She 
said there was a tradeoff for the virtual 
production of “A Doll’s House”: stage 
management became easier while sound 
operating was much more complex.

“I generally had about five tabs open at 
any given moment; my script, Zoom, the 
soundboard program so I could play cues, 
my computer settings to fade the volume, 
and so on,”  Esneault said. 

Esneault credited the difficult task of 
streaming the show to co-producer Lydia 
Wang. She said that Wang, a Jones College 
junior, made the viewing experience 
seamless by swapping from Zoom to title 
cards that filled the interstices between 
temporally disparate scenes. “Ultimately, 
I think we pulled through because it was 
a team effort,” Esnault said. “Just like in 
live theater, every single thing seen on 
screen was really the result of so many 
people pulling together to make the best 
product they possibly could.”

A recording of the performance of 
“A Doll’s House” is on the Rice Players’ 
YouTube channel.

This article has been condensed for 
print. Read the full story at ricethresher.org.

Rice Players transform Zoom meeting into a stage in “A Doll’s House”

WEEKLY SCENES AND SCREENS

ZOO LIGHTS
Houston Zoo’s annual holiday light 
show Zoo Lights has returned for its 
2020 season. Sip hot chocolate while 
you walk through tunnels of lights and 
visit Santa’s workshop from 5:30-10:30 
p.m. until Jan. 10. Timed entry tickets 
must be purchased in advance online at 
houstonzoo.org/events/zoolights, and 

face masks must be worn at the zoo.

ARTIST LECTURE
The Center for African and African 
American Studies and the Department 
of Visual and Dramatic Arts will continue 
their visiting artist lecture series this 
Thursday, Nov. 19 at 2:30 p.m. with a talk 
from interdisciplinary artist Sondra Perry. 

Register for the Zoom webinar at 
bit.ly/3pyMJzp.

BYOCHAIR 
MOVIE NIGHT

Rice Cinema and Visual and Dramatic Arts 
department will continue their outdoor 
movie series this Saturday, Nov. 21 with 
a screening of “The Wizard of Oz.” Bring 
your chairs, blankets and snacks to Lot 6 
(behind the Rice Media Center) by 6:45 
p.m., and the movie will start at 7 p.m. In 
order to observe COVID-19 restrictions, 
you must RSVP for the event in advance 

at bit.ly/3py1anp.

NEW MFAH 
BUILDING OPENING

The highly anticipated Nancy and Rich 
Kinder Building will have its grand 
opening on the Museum of Fine Arts 
Houston campus this Saturday, Nov. 
21. The building will feature new 
international collections of modern 
and contemporary art, which you can 
visit for free Nov. 21-25 when you 

reserve a timed-entry ticket online.

THRESHER STAFF
SHIYU MIAO

Review: Hurts Donut satisfies the 
Houstonian sweet tooth

COURTESY HURTS DONUTCOURTESY HURTS DONUT

FOR THE THRESHER
JOHNNY WANG

5 Native American artists you 
should know

COURTESY SOFIA JARAMILLOCOURTESY SOFIA JARAMILLO

In honor of National Native American 
heritage Month, here are five Native 
American artists whose work provides 
a glimpse into the beauty and diversity 
of Indigenous cultures and what they 
embody. 

FOR THE THRESHER
MAINAVI REDDY

‘Zoomaka’ adapts annual 
showcase for online audiences

COURTESY CHRISTINA DEHAVENCOURTESY CHRISTINA DEHAVEN

Rice’s South Asian Society ended the 
semester with a dhamaka (Hindi for 
“bang”) this past Friday, Nov. 13 with 
Zoomaka, a virtual version of their 
annual cultural showcase.

Open 24 hours — or as Hurts Donut 
likes to say, “25/8” — you can enjoy an 
exceptional array of sweet treats at all 
hours of the day or night.

READ MORE ONLINE

ILLUSTRATION BY CHLOE XUILLUSTRATION BY CHLOE XU

JAMES KARROUM / THRESHER
McMurtry College freshman Sophia Peng (left) and Martel College sophomore Cole Thompson (right) McMurtry College freshman Sophia Peng (left) and Martel College sophomore Cole Thompson (right) 
perform in “A Doll’s House.”perform in “A Doll’s House.”
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PAVITHR GOLI
THRESHER STAFF

The Rice Owls football season has 
encountered several major hurdles this 
season. The team has played only two games 
thus far, and has had two games postponed 
due to COVID-19 safety precautions. However, 
a bright spot for the team has been its 
consistent offense, which has scored 32.0 
points per game on average, ranking No. 45 
in the nation. A key player contributing to the 
success of the Owls’ offense is senior wide 
receiver Austin Trammell. 

Trammell, a team captain, has filled the 
stat sheet in numerous categories. Over the 
course of two games, Trammell has caught 
10 passes for a total of 219 yards, scoring 
five touchdowns and a pivotal two-point 
conversion. Furthermore, Trammell leads 
Conference USA in scoring with 16 points 
per game and ranks No. 2 in the conference, 
tallying 109.5 receiving yards per game. 
According to Trammell, his expanded role in 
the offense has given him more of a chance to 
impact games.

“Every team needs a guy to go out and 
make plays in order to win games,” Trammell 
said. “I challenge myself to be that guy that 
goes out to make plays, to change the field, to 
change the momentum and I just kind of put 
it on myself to do that.”

Trammell’s biggest plays this season came 
near the end of Rice’s season opener against 
Middle Tennessee State University. At the end 
of the fourth quarter, Trammell caught a field-
flipping, 48-yard catch on 4th and 24 with 
less than a minute to go. He subsequently 
caught a 20-yard touchdown and two-point 
conversion, giving the Owls a temporary lead. 

“It definitely was a cool play,”  Trammell 

said. “It was a lot cooler after, to look back and 
reflect on how big of a moment that was.” 

Along with his prolific scoring and his 
big plays, Trammell has also earned several 
accolades, including the Hornung Honor 
Roll and College Sports Madness C-USA 
Player of the Week, while also being placed 
on the watchlists for the Paul Hornung 
Award and the Earl Campbell Tyler Rose 
Award. Trammell said he appreciated being 
nominated for these awards, but chooses not 
to focus on them. 

“It feels good to be recognized, obviously, 
because you do work hard and it is nice to 
be rewarded but, I don’t really focus on that 

stuff,” Trammell said. “My focus is on the 
team and whoever we play that week, but it is 
definitely nice to be rewarded for doing well.”

Only two games into this short season, 
Trammell has surpassed several of his career 
highs in various statistical categories. His 
five touchdowns to start the season have 
already exceeded his totals from the past 
two seasons. He also set a new career-high 
for receiving yards in a game after his 143-
yard effort against the University of Southern 
Mississippi. Trammell believes that these 
career highs show his growth as a player. 

“I try to get better every day,” Trammell 
said. “Prior to the season, my mindset was 

that this was my last year and I worked very 
hard in the offseason, trained extremely hard 
and tried to get better every day. Now, I am 
just reaping the benefits of the work I put in.”

Trammell has used his senior year to play 
an instrumental role on the offensive side of 
the ball and as a leader in the locker room. As 
the season enters the final stretch, Trammell 
is confident that this offense will play an 
instrumental role in the team’s pursuit of a 
conference championship.

“We have a great chance of going to a 
conference championship and winning a 
bowl game,” Trammell said. “We know that 
we are good enough to do it.”

DANIEL SCHRAGER
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

When Rice takes the field against the 
University of North Texas on Saturday, it 
will be the Owls’ first game in 21 days. After 
a 30-6 win over the University of Southern 
Mississippi on Oct. 31, Rice has seen their 
last two games postponed due to COVID-19 
cases within their opponents’ programs. 
The 1-1 Owls now have to regroup from their 
unscheduled two week break in order to face 
a Mean Green team that enters the game with 
a 2-3 record. Head coach Mike Bloomgren 
said he is proud of how his team has been 
able to improve despite these challenges.

“We’ve all done a good job as a coaching 
staff and as players weathering [the storm],” 
Bloomgren said. “Even though we’re not 
getting the payoff in terms of [playing] the 
game, what we’re doing is not for nothing. 
We are getting gains [in] practice, we are 
making progress.”

While he emphasized the importance 
of being able to adapt to these changes, 
Bloomgren said that the cancellations have 
been frustrating at times.

“There’s a human element to it,” 
Bloomgren said. “[One of] the hardest things 
I’ve had to do this year is get on a Zoom call 
and explain to our team that even though 
we’ve done everything right, we don’t get 
a chance to play that week, and then [tell] 
them to keep doing everything right, and 
keep making those selfless decisions.”

However, Bloomgren said that the Owls 
have refused to let the frustration and 
disappointment affect them.

“We’re going to have that initial 
disappointment, and then we’re going to 
move forward,” Bloomgren said. “You can 
sit there and act like a victim, but [that’s] a 
mindset that we don’t subscribe to in this 
building.”

UNT is also coming off an extended break 
due to COVID-19. Their last three games 
have all been postponed due to COVID-19 

concerns, and they haven’t played since 
their Oct. 17 win over Middle Tennessee 
State University. Before their season 
was put on pause, the Mean Green were 
consistently involved in high-scoring games 
— they have both scored and allowed more 
points per game than any other team in the 
conference. According to Bloomgren, facing 
the Mean Green has an added significance 
for him and his staff.

“[When] we came in as a new staff, North 
Texas had just won the [C-USA West, which 
Rice is a member of as well], and they were 
the program we were chasing,” Bloomgren 
said. “We’re going to have some great 
battles with them as we go. So it’s a big-time 
game for us.”

UNT runs an offense that is influenced 
by head coach Seth Littrell’s background 
in the air-raid offense, a fast-paced scheme 
behind many of college football’s highest-
scoring offenses. Their offense has averaged 
593.6 yards per game, a figure that ranks 
second in the NCAA, and outpaces the next 
best team in thex conference by a margin 
of over 140 yards. They rank first in both 
passing, with 338.6 yards per game (94 
yards more than the second-ranked team) 
and rushing, with 255 yards per game (46 
yards more than the second-ranked team).

“We want to be the best defense in the 
conference,” Bloomgren said. “Well here it 
is, we get [to play] the best offense in the 
conference this week.”

UNT’s offense is led by receiver Jaelon 
Darden. The 5-foot-9-inch senior from 
Houston has been the focal point of UNT’s 
offense this year. His 137.8 receiving yards 
per game currently ranks No. 3 in the 
NCAA, and he leads the NCAA in receiving 
touchdowns with 10, despite having played 
only five games so far. Darden will test the 
Owls’ pass defense that has allowed the 
third-most yards per game  of any team in 
the conference.

Darden has been able to put up 
these numbers despite turnover at the 
quarterback position. UNT began the 
season with redshirt sophomore Jason Bean 
under center. However, Bean was replaced 
by fellow redshirt sophomore Austin Aune 
during their week two loss to Southern 
Methodist University. Aune held the starting 
job until their most recent game against 
MTSU, when he was replaced by Bean after 
throwing two first quarter interceptions. 
Bean came in to lead the Mean Green back 
from a 21-7 deficit, with two touchdowns 
through the air and three on the ground. 

Following the game, Bean was named 
UNT’s starting quarterback going forward. 
Bloomgren said that he was impressed with 
what he saw from Bean, but he knows that 
either quarterback is capable of leading 
the offense, especially with receivers like 
Darden to throw to.

“What they found in the second half 
against Middle Tennessee was that Jason 
Bean gave them a spark,” Bloomgren said. 
“I think they probably found their guy in 
Jason Bean, he’s the one that we’re going 
to prepare to stop. But if Austin jumps 
in there, their offense won’t change too 
much, they’re still going to try to find Jaelon 
Darden.”

Meanwhile, Rice’s offense will look 
to exploit the Mean Green’s last-ranked 
defense, which has allowed the fifth-most 
points per game in all of college football. 
UNT has particularly struggled to defend 
the pass, allowing over 300 yards per 
game on the season. This figures well for 
the Rice passing attack, led by graduate 
transfer quarterback Mike Collins and 
senior receiver Austin Trammell, which 
ranks No. 4 in the conference with 237.5 
yards per game.

Kickoff is at 1:00 p.m. on Saturday in 
Denton, TX. The game will be broadcast on 
ESPN3.

Antsy Owls plan return to field against UNT

Trammell starts senior season with a bang

Senior wide reciever Austin Trammell has opened the season with some big games, scoring two touchdowns in the opener against Middle Tennessee 
State (above) and three touchdowns the next week. Trammell will look to continue his scoring onslaught as the Owls march toward the end of their season.

PHOTO COURTESY JOE HARPER

The Owls will get back on the gridiron after two consecutive games were postponed due to 
complications with COVID-19. Rice will look to improve to 2-1 when they travel to UNT this Saturday.

PHOTO COURTESY RICE ATHLETICS, PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY KATHERINE HUI 
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WANTED

The Backpage is satire, written this week by Ndidi Nwosu and Timmy Mansfield,  edited by Simona Missya and designed by Seeya Matovic.  To be our pen pal, email JamesJoyceLovesFarts@rice.edu.

The moment we’ve all been waiting for is finally arriving: 

the final week of this unprecedented semester. While the 

relief that comes with classes ending might be the best thing 

to happen to you since August, a shortened semester means 

less time with all your pals here at Rice. Luckily for you, we 

at the Thresher Backpage have these handy tricks for you 

to avoid missing your friends too much. We know that Rice 

students aren’t well-versed in social interactions, so we 

hope you can use these tips to hang on to whatever friends 

you’ve managed to find, even if they secretly don’t like you.

Simple Tricks to Preserve Your Friendships Over Break

Laptop at the Dinner Table
What better way to bond with someone than at a nice dinner with your parents? 

Because your friend won’t be able to fall back on small talk about the food, you guys 
can really get down to business by bonding with some classic O-Week icebreakers, 
or you could opt to tell your most exciting stories from the semester, like that one 
time you went outside or the other time when your professor sort of gave you the 

day off for Election Day.

Zoom 24/7
Something students have been missing out on during the pandemic is the opportunity 
to really bond with someone throughout all hours of the day. We advise that you take 

things a step further with your Zoom calls and keep your friends on call at all times. You 
may be asking, “What if I don’t want to take my laptop with me to the bathroom?” Well, 
how else would you finally get the classic communal bathroom experience of hearing 

your neighbor poop?

Cardboard Cutouts
Miss the feeling of studying in silence a few feet away from other people in Fondren 

or in commons? Want somebody at the front of the room to blankly stare at while you 
zone out and fantasize about changing your major for the third time this week? Order a 
cardboard cutout of your favorite professor or classmate to put in your house! Nothing 

will motivate you to study for finals like the image of your sleep-deprived physics 
professor in your living room.

FaceTime Your Acquaintances
We all know those people that you talk to maybe once or twice a month and have a mini 
debate in your head over whether or not to wave to them when you see them from across 

the room. Keep your sorta-kinda-maybe friend at arm’s length by scheduling Cringe 
Calls, where you give each other a weird half-smile/smirk/grimace over Zoom and then 
end the call immediately. If you aren’t cringing, you aren’t bonding. Bonus points if you 

don’t remember their name!

Catch Some Zs with Your Roommate
It may come as a shock to some students to have privacy for the next few weeks, so to 

help ease this transition, we recommend keeping your roommate on call throughout the 
night. While they won’t be there to tuck you in or check for monsters under the bed, they 

can still be there to wake you with their cryptic sleep talk, like “I’m still awake, please 
use headphones” or “Your alarm’s been going off for ten minutes, shut it off!” — so 

sleepy and nonsensical!
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